
entropy fluctuations through 
ve,n,,,,,,,,,,,, program. Magnitude and 

nozzle are presented 

the 



generate Ii square wave 
duty cycle can be 

200-1200 Hz. 

centigrade can be 
system. The mag
conventional con-
0.001 em dia wire 
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signals obtained large number of data sam-
a particular time initiation of each data acquisi-

tion cycle are These average values are assembled for 
each sampling time to form new which is one data segmellt 

averaging process results an increase in the al1~pllitllde 
in which we interested (i.e., the signal nr,orilll" •• d 

respollse of nozzle and system to the input 
increase in the noise. Because the signal of interest 

increase linearly as the number of data segments is increased, 
illcrease only as ..IN (if it has a Gaussian distri· 

Tmrllrl,Orl'IOI'l'" to ..IN is made in signal-to-noise ratio. 
work, values of N between 60 and 150 are 
,mhQiiAr,tu" gain can be made in signlll-to-noise 

same experiment lifter IIver
the this exam

signal is shown. Background 
a Gaussian distribution. 

section. 
av!~r"""",(1 by technique described 

Transactions 



measure 
frequencies 
gfams have been deveJlolJ,ed 
between signals vrouuceu 
ber. 

micr()ol~Olle!l will used to examine the !la-
the fluctuating sigllal 

been made of acoustic propagatioll through 
varying cross-sectiollal arell which con

periodic sources of hellt lind mllss. The 
life solved numerically the mean /low 

for cross-sectional area variation under the 
the /low is The equations are also lin

ahout the mean 

equations of continuity, momen-
of coupled linear ordinary differen

velocity perturbation fields. 
im'es1tiglated simulate supply system 

heater and 

simple mass bleed, an upstream 



ENTROP\" COMPON(NT 

.. .. 

matching condition is specified either as pressure at some 
pressure wave at the nozzle en

obtained from the 
reflected waves. 

subsonic solutioos, calculatioo 

A similar solution could be carried 
neous heat and mass Entropy 
the nozzle inlet and a solution the 
Again, two pressure measurements are made a 
upstream of the nozzle entrance and a matching condition is calcu-

The equations solved using matching 
give a general solution from homogeneous solution 
fluctuation) and a nonhomogeneous 

Solutions have been obtained 
tions, upstream matching """nih",,, 
bleed values. Typical results are 
cussed in the following section. 
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pensation is shown for a 400 Hz heater Agreement between 
theory and experiment is excellent, and it is deaf that a "compen
sation" process can be used to reduce the pressure fluctuation pro
duced by the heater to negligible values. 

In making the calculations shown in Figs. 7-11 .. experimental 
values of the pressure fluctuation amplitude and phase measured 
in the straight section upstream of the nozzle, at -8 and -0.5 in. 
stations, and the measured temperature fluctuations at station 
-0.5, were used as houndary conditions. The data are average 
values 3 rullS, alld they agree well-with the calculations. 

similar to that shown here have been obtained for the fre
quency range 450 ;::: { ;::: 250 Hz, and the agreement between calcu
lated and theoretical values was comparable to that shown here. 
Th~ nozzle entrance in these plots is at 0.0, and it is 

clear that the pure pressure and entropy components of the pres
sure disturbance have a radically different character in the nozzle. 
The magnitude (and to a lesser extent the of the pure pres
sure component is almost constant throughout the nozzle. In con-

the entropy component grows almost linearly from 
inlet exit plane, and its phase is also 

These results were obtained for frequency f of 400 Hz and a re-
frequency ILia" of 1.69. where IJ is the subsonic nozzle 

length and a" is the velocity of sound at the throat. In terms of the 
nozzle exit reduced frequency, {dluexit, the value is about 0.03. 

calculations carried out for frequencies between 0 and 
for this system showed a similar type of distribution for 

pressure and entropy disturbances incident 011 

nozzle. 
is interesting to estimate the magnitude of the internal acous-

set by heat addition flulchlat.imls 
afterburner. 

of the 


